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ABSTRACT

Despite significant advancements in security technologies, phishing attacks continue to be rampant and successful because it is cognitively challenging for humans to distinguish phishing emails from real messages. One phishing email and one vulnerable person is all it takes for an attacker to succeed. To combat the rampant phishing and spear-phishing threats, companies primarily rely on manual and non-adaptive approaches to training human employees to detect attacks that algorithms miss. In this talk, I will discuss experiments we are conducting and models we are developing to understand dynamic decision making in the context of phishing. First, I will describe a new simulation paradigm we have developed for studying human behavior in phishing attacks from both the attacker and end-user perspective. Next, I will present results from a reinforcement learning model developed to predict and analyze human responses to phishing emails obtained from a laboratory experiment. I will describe the effectiveness of integrating natural language processing methods, such as, GloVe, and BERT with reinforcement learning models to predict human response to phishing emails. Finally, I will introduce follow-on research directions I am currently pursuing to develop adaptive and autonomous methods for effective anti-phishing training.
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